THE TEXT

Vicky is eight years old. She lives with her parents and her two brothers, Sam and Paul. It’s summer but the children aren’t swimming today because there is no sunshine. The family is in the living-room. The children are watching a film about tigers. Vicky and Sam are happy because they like animals, but Paul doesn’t like watching them. He closes his eyes.
The parents are reading newspapers.

II THE QUESTIONS (6 marks)

Read and :

1- Tick (✓) the right title. (1mark)
   a- Vicky and her friends. 
   b- Vicky and her family. 
   c- Vicky and her sisters. 

2- Correct the following statements. (3 marks)
   • The children are in the cinema.
   • Sam and Paul are friends.
   • The parents are watching the film.

3- Complete the sentences. (2 marks)
   • The children aren’t swimming because ......................................................
   • Paul closes his eyes because he...............................................................tigers.
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II/ LANGUAGE (8 marks)

1- Complete with words from the box. There is an extra word. (3 marks)

speaks – have – has – wearing

Rita is my friend. She is English. She .................. long hair and blue eyes. She ................. French very well. Today, she is .................. an orange dress and black boots.

2- Circle the right word. (3 marks)

Jane (is – has – have) twelve years old. She (can – are – is) sing very well. Every weekend, she (going – go – goes) to the music club.

3- Write the opposite of the underlined words. (2 marks)

My father gets up late (≠......................). He works in a bank.

The bank closes (≠......................) at 8.00 in the morning.

III/ WRITING (6 marks)

1- Correct the underlined mistakes. (3 marks)

This is my (hause) ....................... . There (is) ....................... five rooms, (e) ....................... old garage and a big garden.

2- Reorder the words to make sentences. (3 marks)


- a tree – is – a sandwich – under – David – eating.